An explicit expansion for the Macdonald polynomials of the form H (32 a 1 b ) [X; q, t] in terms of Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions is presented. The expansion gives a proof of a symmetric function operator that adds a row of size 3 to Macdonald polynomials of the form H (2 a 1 b ) [X; q, t]. In addition, an expression for an operator that removes a row of size k from a Macdonald polynomial is given.
Introduction and Notation
A partition λ is a weakly decreasing sequence of non-negative integers with λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ k ≥ 0. The length l(λ) of the partition is the largest i such that λ i > 0. The partition λ is a partition of n if λ 1 + λ 2 + · · · + λ l(λ) = n. Young diagrams will be drawn using the French notation with the longest row on the bottom and will be indentified with the partition itself by referring to a partition as a collection of cells.
For every partition λ there is a corresponding conjugate partition denoted by λ ′ where λ ′ i = the number of cells in the i th column of λ. The arm of a cell s in µ will be denoted by a µ (s) and is the number of cells that lie to the east of s in µ. The leg, l µ (s), is the number of cells in µ that are strictly north.
A skew partition is denoted by λ/µ, where it is assumed that µ ⊆ λ, and represents the cells that are in λ but are not in µ. A skew partition λ/µ is said to be a horizontal strip if there is at most one cell in each column. Denote the class of horizontal strips of size k by H k so that the notation λ/µ ∈ H k means that λ/µ is a horizontal strip with k cells. Similarly, the class of vertical strips (skew partitions with only one cell in each row) will be denoted by V k .
We will consider the ring of symmetric functions in an infinite number of variables as a subring of Q[x 1 , x 2 , . . . ]. A more precise construction of this ring can be found in [6] section I.2 (and roughly, the notation of this reference will be followed).
We make use of plethystic notation for symmetric functions here. This is a notational device for expressing the substitution of the monomials of one expression, E = E(t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , . . . ) for the variables of a symmetric function, P . The result will be denoted by P [E] and represents the expression found by expanding P in terms of the power symmetric functions and then substituting for p k the expression E(t
More precisely, if the power sum expansion of the symmetric function P is given by
is given by the formula
To express a symmetric function in a single set of variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , let X n = x 1 + x 2 + · · · + x n . The expression P [X n ] represents the symmetric function P evaluated at the variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n since
The Macdonald basis [6] for the symmetric functions are defined by the following two conditions
where , qt denotes the scalar product of symmetric functions defined on the power symmetric functions by p λ , p µ qt = δ λµ z λ k
(z λ is the size of the stablizer of the permuations of cycle structure λ and δ xy = 1 if x = y and 0 otherwise).
(s ∈ µ means run over all cells s in µ). The (q, t)-Kostka coefficients are then given by the expression K λµ (q, t) =
We will also refer to the basis 
where µ is a partition with k parts and
represents taking the coefficient of the monomial
These symmetric functions are not the same, but are related to the symmetric functions referred to as Hall-Littlewood polynomials (P µ [X; t] = P µ [X; 0, t]) in [6] p. 208. They are related to the Macdonald polynomials just defined by H µ [X; 0, t] = H µ [X; t]. These Hall-Littlewood functions specialize to the Schur symmetric functions by letting t → 0 and to the homogeneous symmetric functions by letting t → 1.
We will use the notation of f ⊥ to denote the adjoint to multiplication for a symmetric function f with respect to the standard inner product. Therefore f ⊥ g, h = g, f h . Note that h 
These operators can be expressed in plethystic notation as
There is a Hall-Littlewood symmetric function vertex operator
with the property that for m ≥ µ 1 that H [6] ).
In the paper [7] we proposed that a symmetric function operator, H qt m , that adds a row of size m to the Macdonald polynomials satisfies the conditions of the following conjecture:
for some polynomial symmetric functions operators H T m (t) that are only dependent on t with the following properties:
where T is a standard tableau of size m, co(T ) is the cocharge statistic on the tableau, λ(T ) is the shape of the tableau, H t m is the Hall-Littlewood vertex operator, ωT is the tableau flipped about the diagonal and R t is a linear operator that acts on homogeneous symmetric functions P [X] of degree n with the action
These vertex operators do not seem to be transformed versions of the vertex operators known for the
From this conjecture we introduce the notation that
In the case that m = 2, this conjecture completely determines the operator H qt 2 and one of the results was
has the property that
The main result of this article will be the following theorem
The operator
We will also give an expansion of the symmetric functions 
where (a;
. Using a translation of formula (6.24,iv,p.340) of [6] onto the H µ [X; q, t] basis and that µ is two columns wide, we can say that
where
The last two terms on the right hand side of equation (2.3) can be expanded in terms of Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions using (2.1). The first term on the right hand side of the equation can be expanded in terms of Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions by using (2.1) followed by formula (2.2) with q = 0 we have that
Therefore, arriving at a formula for H (32 a 1 b ) [X; q, t] is a simple matter of applying formulas (2.1) and (2.4) to (2.3). Unfortunately, the result is not nearly as nice as it was in the case of (2.1).
Proposition 2.1
A slightly simplier expression for this result can be given after the vertex operator is introduced, but it is not obvious to me when the coefficients of Proposition 2.1 are in a reduced form.
The proof of Proposition 2.1 uses the following lemmas that each follows from a simple calculation from the definition of c
There are no tricks involved in the reduction of (2.3) to Proposition 2.1, just painfully tedious algebra. Hence we leave the proof to the reader who may be able to discover a better expression. This proposition is necessary only for comparison to a similar expression for H
We would like to note here that (2.1) has a proof alternate to the one in [5] that is similar to this one. We outline the proof here and leave to the reader to do the full calculations.
Proof:
(outline of (2.1) by induction) Assume that
is true for all b ≥ 0 and all k < a (when k = 0 is is trivially true since
). Using (6.24,iv,p.340, [6] ), we have that
where n = 2a + b and the coefficients A (a,b) i (q, t) are given by
By setting q = 0, it is also true that
We then have that
and the RHS can be completely expanded in terms of the H µ [X; t] basis using the inductive assumption and equation (2.6) and we need only show that the coefficients of that expansion are the c . 2 This same method can be used to give expansions of other Macdonald polynomials in terms of Hall-Littlewood polynomials, but it is not clear that the coefficients will ever be as simple as they are in equation (2.1).
A Vertex Operator
Our purpose of giving an expression for H (32 a 1 b ) [X; q, t], is really to show that there is a symmetric function operator H qt 3 with the property that H
This requires the following lemma Lemma 3.1
We now give a proof of the following theorem
Theorem 3.2 The operator
Proof:
We use equation (2.1) and lemma 3.1 and show that the expression is equivalent to Proposition 2.1.
From here it is only (torturous) algebraic manipulation to reduce the expression to one like
by converting all coefficients in terms of c (a,b) i using Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 we derive the following expression
which can be shown to be equivalent to Proposition 2.1 by more unpleasant algebraic manipulation or by appealing to a computer algebra package such as Maple.
2 As a corollary, (3.4) is an expression for the expansion of H (32 a 1 b ) [X; q, t] in terms of the basis H µ [X; t] since it seems to be a slightly nicer expression for the Macdonald polynomials than either (2.5) or (3.5).
Killing Operators
The operation of removing a row from a Macdonald polynomial can easily be expressed in terms of known symmetric function operators. We state and prove the following theorem.
Note that the basis that is dual to P ν [X; q, t] under the standard symmetric function inner product is ωP ν ′ [X; t, q] by equation (5.1',p.327, [6] ). Therefore the coefficient
where the coefficients Ψ(t, q) is given in equation (6.24,iv,p.340-1, [6] ) as
where the product is over all cells of ν ′ that are in the same columns of λ/ν ′ but not in the same row and b µ (s; t, q) is a rational function that depends on the arm and the leg of the cell s in µ.
Now the inner product is 0 unless there is a λ such that λ/ν ′ ∈ H m and λ ′ = (m, µ), therefore is zero unless (m, µ)/ν is a horizontal m-strip. The only way this could happen is if ν = µ and Ψ λ/ν ′ (t, q) is an empty product and hence 1. 2 This result when translated to the other bases gives the following corollaries:
Proof: [3] are dual to each other. Perhaps finding a better expression for them will make this relationship clear.
Vertex Operators on Other Bases
Using the relation H µ ′ [X; q, t] = ωH µ [X; t, q], we note that ωH tq 2 ω and ωH tq 3 ω add a column of size 2 and size 3 respectively to a Macdonald polynomial indexed by a two row partition. These vertex operator formulas provide a fast method of computation on a computer algebra package (such as Maple) of the Macdonald polynomials for partitions with two rows, two columns, or of the form (32 a 1 b ) or (ab1). Theorem 1.2 and 1.3 are enough to calculate all of the Macdonald polynomials and the (q, t)-Kostka coefficients through n = 6. At n = 7, there is one partition, (4,1,1,1) , that is not covered by these formulas and at n = 8, there are 6: (5,1,1,1), (4,1,1,1,1 ), (4,2,2), (3,3,1,1), (4,2,1,1), and (3,3,2).
The operators H 1 b ) [X; q, t]. It is likely that more vertex operators that are described by Conjecture 1.1 will not be too difficult to define and that a general formula for H T m is not far away. The author is maintaining a web page with Maple functions for computing Macdonald polynomials, tables of (q, t)-Kostka coefficients, information on the tableaux statistics, and LaTEX drawings of tableaux cyclage posets. The status of this conjecture will be updated there. The Macdonald Polynomial Home Page can be found at the following http address:
http://www.lacim.uqam.ca/∼zabrocki/MPHP.html
